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INTRODUCTION

Courts and commentators have typically either embraced or rejected rolling contracts. This Article offers a third alternative: improving the rolling contract.

Courts have failed to develop a satisfactory approach for determining which contract terms sellers may provide after purchase—a failure of significance given the proliferation of rolling contracts. Courts enforcing rolling contracts have given sellers nearly unfettered ability to delay disclosure of contract terms. Buyers now routinely find important contract terms, such as arbitration provisions and limitations on damages, inside the box of a newly purchased item instead of learning about the terms before or during purchase or order (as would be the case in a traditional contract).

In this Article, I propose a mechanism that will ensure that sellers continue to have needed flexibility to defer some contract terms, but that will also protect purchasers against the unfair imposition of unexpected and important contract terms arriving at a time when purchasers are very unlikely to read or act on them.

The proposal, which I refer to as “Template Notice,” is an intermediate form of disclosure that meets the pressing concerns of both buyers and sellers. It would not require sellers to provide the full text of all contract terms before or during purchase or order. It would, however, require sellers to do more than merely give notice that unspecified additional terms will be forthcoming. Sellers would be required to provide the following vital information before or during purchase or order: a brief and clear list or summary of important terms being deferred (but not the full text), a statement that the buyer will have the right to reject the terms and avoid the transaction, and a description of how to exercise that right. For

---

1. See discussion infra Part I.
example, a potential purchaser of a computer placing an order over the telephone might be told by the sales representative that:

Inside the box with your computer there will be some additional contract terms. Among other things, those terms limit the time you would have to sue us if there is a problem, limit the damages you could be awarded, and require binding arbitration of any disputes between us. Those terms will be in the box and you can return the computer if they are not acceptable. You can also obtain them now if you would like through our website, or I will send them to you.

I choose the term “Template Notice” because the information provided at purchase or order should establish the overall form or template of the transaction. It recognizes the primacy of the purchase to the transaction, while also recognizing that the contract is not completely closed to new terms at that point. Sellers can and should be able to defer some terms until after purchase or order, but only to a more limited extent than is currently permitted. Template Notice provides an appropriate limitation on the ability of sellers to defer terms: sellers would have the flexibility to delay terms, but could do so only for terms that flesh out details of the information provided at purchase. Terms beyond the structure established at purchase or order could not be added “out of the blue.”

There are a number of reasons why Template Notice should be adopted as part of the rolling contract. First, Template Notice reinforces some of the justifications for enforcing rolling contracts. Second, Template Notice is fair to both buyers and sellers. Template Notice is a compromise—one that builds on existing practice and would be relatively easy to implement. Third, Template Notice would make assent to deferred terms more meaningful. Fourth, Template Notice makes sense given the structure and the rhythm of rolling contracts. Finally, Template Notice helps to clarify the contractual significance of documents and actions in the post-purchase period of a transaction.

In addition, Template Notice emerges from an application of the doctrines of unconscionability and reasonable expectations to the deferral of terms. As an unfortunate consequence of an approach to rolling contracts that focuses on the mechanics and timing of contract formation, these doctrines have largely been sidelined from the assessment of the unique aspects of rolling contracts. These doctrines could play a useful role if they were fully applied to the deferral of terms. That application need not, and in fact should not,
result in the end of rolling contracts. Instead, it would result in their improvement.

This Article proceeds as follows: In Part I, I provide a brief overview of the rolling contract. In Part II, I describe how the pre-purchase notice requirement articulated in early rolling contract cases has been reduced to a near nullity. In Part III, I present the arguments in support of Template Notice. Finally, in Part IV, I address how unconscionability and reasonable expectations could be adapted and applied to rolling contracts.

Before proceeding further, a brief note on terminology: Although the term “rolling contract” does not pass without objection, given its widespread use I will employ that term in this Article. I will describe as “deferred terms” those terms that are presented after purchase or order and will use the phrase “deferral of terms” to describe the practice of presenting some contract terms after purchase or order.

I. BRIEF OVERVIEW OF ROLLING CONTRACTS

Rolling contracts\(^2\) are contracts formed over time, with the seller presenting the terms in batches. Some terms are provided before or during the purchase or order, while others are provided later. These transactions typically give the buyer a right to return a purchased item or cancel a purchased service to avoid the transaction.\(^3\)

---

2. Professor Jean Braucher has pointed out that the label “rolling contract” is a loaded one since it seems to take for granted that terms presented after purchase or order are part of the contract (a position with which Professor Braucher takes great issue). She would cast the issue as the enforceability of delayed terms. Jean Braucher, Amended Article 2 and the Decision to Trust the Courts: The Case Against Enforcing Delayed Mass-Market Terms, Especially for Software, 2004 Wisc. L. Rev. 753, 757-58 (2004). Professor Peter Alces suggests that it is more accurate to describe the judicial acceptance of rolling contracts as giving rise to “checkerboard contract[s],” contracts that are formed under “a regime that relies on traditional contract doctrine when it suits and on practical considerations when it does not.” Peter A. Alces, On Discovering Doctrine: “Justice” in Contract Agreement, 83 Wash. U. L.Q. 471, 497 (2005).

3. We are probably nearly at the point when “rolling contract” no longer needs to be defined. Rolling contracts have, after all, made their way into the casebooks for the first-year Contracts course. See, e.g., John D. Calamari et al., Cases and Problems on Contracts 116 (4th ed. 2004); E. Allan Farnsworth et al., Cases and Materials on Contracts 222 (6th ed. 2001); Bruce W. Frier & James J. White, The Modern Law of Contracts 189, 190, 195 (2005); Charles L. Knapp, Problems in Contract Law 255, 259 (5th ed. 2003). The term “rolling contracts” has also apparently won its skirmish with the once-competing term “layered contracts,” a term previously used by some courts. See Puget Sound Fin., LLC v. Unisearch, 47 P.3d 940, 944 (Wash. 2002) (using the term “layered contracts” to refer to a contract where the full terms are disclosed after purchase); M.A. Mortenson Co. v. Timberline Software Corp., 998 P.2d 305, 315 (Wash. 2000) (same). The Uniform Computer Information Transactions Act (“UCITA”) describes these contracts as both “rolling” and “layered.” UCITA § 202 cmt. 4, 7 U.L.A. pt. II, at 276 (2002).

Rolling contracts are premised on the idea that the contract forms, not at purchase or order, but only after the expiration of the “accept-or-return period.” In two highly influential decisions, *ProCD, Inc. v. Zeidenberg* and *Hill v. Gateway 2000, Inc.*, the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals pushed back the time of contract formation to accommodate deferred terms. In *ProCD*, the court assessed the enforceability of license terms included inside a box of software. The buyer argued that since the contract formed when he bought the software, he was not bound by terms that were only visible after purchase. The court rejected the premise that the contract had been formed at purchase. Instead, the court held that the seller had structured the transaction so that the failure to return the software during the accept-or-return period, and not the purchase, constituted acceptance. Thus, the court found it unnecessary to consider whether the deferred terms became part of the contract under the “battle of the forms” provision of the Uniform Commercial Code (“U.C.C.”) since the terms were part of the contract under basic principles of offer and acceptance. In the court’s view, the return option not only compensated for the failure to disclose complete terms at the time of purchase, but also served as the very vehicle for enforcing the deferred terms.

According to the court, by enforcing terms presented after purchase it was doing nothing new or even particularly noteworthy, and “[n]otice on the outside, terms on the inside, and a right to return the software for a refund if the terms are unacceptable . . . may be a means of doing business valuable to buyers and sellers alike.” The court did more than merely tolerate the tradeoff of a return option for disclosure at the time of purchase; it seemed to actually prefer the return option. After all, the court noted, the deferred terms can be read “in the comfort of home” and “at [the buyer’s] leisure.” The return option gives the buyer a “chance to make a final decision after a detailed review,” presumably in contrast to forcing a consumer to read through contract terms under the time pressures inherent in most purchases. Further, the court noted that

5. 86 F.3d 1447 (7th Cir. 1996).
6. 105 F.3d 1147 (7th Cir. 1997).
7. *ProCD*, 86 F.3d at 1450.
8. *Id.* at 1452-53.
11. *Id.*
12. *Id.* at 1451.
13. *Id.*
14. *Id.* at 1452.
15. *Id.* at 1453.
full disclosure of all terms at the time of purchase would have required “microscopic type” or the removal of other more useful information (such as a description of what the software does). Accordingly, the Seventh Circuit concluded that courts should treat standardized terms in shrinkwrap software licenses (an early species of rolling contract) no differently than standardized terms presented at purchase.

The Seventh Circuit subsequently made clear that its approval of the deferral of terms was not limited to shrinkwrap licenses and that sellers in a variety of contexts could substitute such deferral for complete up-front disclosure of terms. In Hill v. Gateway 2000, Inc., the Seventh Circuit enforced an arbitration provision that had not been mentioned by the sales representative when the computer was purchased. The seller included the provision inside the box in which the purchased computer was shipped. The seller of the computer used what the court characterized as the same sort of “accept-or-return offer” that had been used in ProCD. The court rejected the plaintiffs’ arguments that the holding in ProCD should be limited to the context of that case. Instead, as in ProCD, the court focused on the practical difficulties inherent in making full disclosure of all terms at the time of purchase.

Additionally, as in ProCD, the court was satisfied that the contract had not been formed until after the accept-or-return period expired.

The influence of ProCD and Hill has been significant, in large part because those cases have set the terms of the debate and resulted in a focus on the timing and mechanics of contract formation. Rolling contracts are said by courts enforcing them to be premised on the “proposition that a contract is formed not at the time of purchase or earlier but rather when the purchaser either rejects by seeking a refund or assents by not doing so within a specified time.” In contrast, courts refusing to enforce deferred terms tend to take the
position that the contract was formed at purchase or order.\footnote{25} As the Oklahoma Supreme Court recently noted, whether a court enforces deferred terms is often based on that “court’s determination of when the contract was formed.”\footnote{26}

Additionally, as noted, both the \textit{ProCD} and \textit{Hill} opinions focused on the difficulties inherent in requiring sellers to make complete disclosure of all terms at purchase or order. Neither opinion contemplated the possibility of requiring something less than complete disclosure. These cases set up something of a false choice between the extremes of either requiring complete disclosure of the full text of all terms at purchase or requiring no disclosure of the substance of deferred terms. The possibility of an intermediate approach, such as Template Notice, apparently was not considered.

\section*{II. Diminution of Notice as an Essential Element of the Rolling Contract}

\subsection*{A. Pre-Purchase Notice in Early Rolling Contract Jurisprudence}

The court in \textit{ProCD} seemed to counsel that notice is a component of a proper rolling contract, observing that “[n]otice on the outside, terms on the inside, and a right to return the software for a refund if the terms are unacceptable . . . may be a means of doing business valuable to buyers and sellers alike.”\footnote{27} However, the notice element in \textit{ProCD} did not evolve into the type of notice I propose in this Article. Instead, in relatively short order, notice was reduced nearly to the vanishing point. This development has been made possible, I think, by the fact that the usual doctrines that might police the deferral of terms, such as unconscionability, have largely been absent from the discussion.\footnote{28}

Although \textit{ProCD} indicated that a buyer should have notice that additional terms will be forthcoming, the court did not appear to contemplate a particularly robust notice requirement. The district court in \textit{ProCD} described the “sole reference” to the license

\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
\item \footnote{25}{See, e.g., Arizona Retail Sys., Inc. v. Software Link, Inc., 831 F. Supp. 759, 765 (D. Ariz. 1993) (holding that contract was formed when seller agreed to ship the goods or, at the latest, when the goods were actually shipped).}
\item \footnote{26}{Rogers v. Dell Computer Corp., 127 P.3d 560, 566 (Okla. 2005); see also I.Lan Sys., Inc. v. Netscout Serv. Level Corp., 183 F. Supp. 2d 328, 338 (D. Mass. 2002) (observing that the difference in the outcome of cases depends on when courts determine the contract was formed).}
\item \footnote{27}{ProCD, Inc. v. Zeidenberg, 86 F.3d 1447, 1451 (7th Cir. 1996).}
\item \footnote{28}{See discussion \textit{infra} Part IV.A.2 (reviewing the reluctance of courts to apply the doctrine of unconscionability to rolling contracts).}
\end{itemize}
agreement that would have been visible before purchase of the software as a “disclosure in small print at the bottom of the package, stating that defendants were subject to the terms and conditions of the enclosed license agreement.”

For the Seventh Circuit, that reference was sufficient notice. Given the particular facts of ProCD, that decision is understandable. The purchase in ProCD was of a database containing information from thousands of telephone directories and the provision at issue was a restriction on making commercial use of the database. A reasonable consumer (particularly one as sophisticated as the defendant in ProCD) with knowledge that the purchase was subject to a license agreement would likely expect the license to include such a term. The court’s reluctance to set a high notice standard may simply have been an unfortunate consequence of the fact that the particular provision at issue in ProCD was of a type that the buyer should have contemplated. Instead, the court indicated that any term not requiring special notice (such as a warranty disclaimer that must be conspicuous) was “covered” by the general notice of a license agreement.

The Seventh Circuit subsequently further delineated the role of notice in rolling contracts. In Hill, the court found sufficient notice of a deferred arbitration clause based on some advertisements that vaguely referenced terms completely unrelated to the arbitration clause. The arbitration clause was included in the packaging of a computer that had been ordered over the phone. The court held that the buyers had notice at the time of the order that there would be additional terms. This conclusion was based on a rather slender reed. According to the court, the computer manufacturer’s advertisements stated “that their products come with limited warranties and lifetime support” (although the advertisements

---

30. ProCD, 86 F.3d at 1453.
31. Id. at 1449.
32. The defendant formed and ran a corporation to resell the information from the database he purchased. Id. at 1450.
33. Additionally, the plaintiff-purchaser’s actions in making commercial use of the database hardly made him sympathetic to the court. See James J. White, Contracting Under Amended 2-207, 2004 Wis. L. Rev. 723, 741 (2004) (noting that the ultimate outcome in ProCD was probably justified since “Zeidenberg was surely a naughty fellow who deserved to have his hands slapped”).
34. U.C.C. § 2-316(2) (2005).
35. ProCD, 86 F.3d at 1453.
37. See id. at 1148 (describing the circumstances of the computer purchase).
38. Id. at 1150.
presumably mentioned nothing about arbitration). For the Seventh Circuit, the knowledge of the limited warranty and lifetime technical support imparted by these advertisements presumably triggered, or should have triggered, a number of questions in the minds of the purchasers: “How limited was the warranty—30 days, with service contingent on shipping the computer back, or five years, with free onsite service? What sort of support was offered?”

The court indicated that if the buyers had really been interested in finding the additional terms before purchase, they could have done so. The court stressed that the buyers could have asked the seller to “send a copy.” However, the court failed to specify a copy of what. As the court observed, under the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act, the buyers could have requested a copy of the warranty. But that warranty would not have included the arbitration clause at issue in Hill. The court’s solution—that the computer manufacturer would not have refused to send the complete terms—is a bit underwhelming since the buyers were not aware that there were any other contract terms to request.

Additionally, the court noted that the buyers could have taken it on themselves to “consult public sources,” such as computer magazines and websites, to search out complete terms of the contract. As with the alternative of requesting the terms from the manufacturer, a potential buyer would really have no idea what types of terms to look for or whether it was worth his or her time to make the effort in the first place. Further, locating the correct magazine or finding the correct terms on a website is often no easy feat.

Whatever one might say about the significance of the notice of deferred terms in both ProCD and Hill, at least the notice was provided before the purchase was complete in both those cases. In

---

39. Id.
40. Id.
41. Id.
43. Hill, 105 F.3d at 1150.
44. The advertisement of “lifetime support” referred to by the court does not signal additional terms. Instead, most buyers would probably perceive the statement as promising technical support over the phone or Internet and would not suspect that any contract term would be needed to flesh out the promise. At any rate, the statement would be more likely to reassure than raise concerns.
45. Hill, 105 F.3d at 1150.
46. There is also the problem that sellers typically reserve the right to change the terms at any time without notice, so there is no assurance that whatever terms a potential buyer finds will be the ones ultimately applicable to the buyer’s transaction. See Licitra v. Gateway, Inc., 734 N.Y.S.2d 389, 393 (Civ. Ct. 2001) (noting that these changes can happen before a purchaser has a meaningful chance to review the terms).
fact, both opinions stressed the importance of such notice being provided before purchase. The court in *Hill* noted while explaining its reasoning in *ProCD* that: “Consumers browsing the aisles of a store can look at the box, and if they are unwilling to deal with the prospect of additional terms can leave the box alone, avoiding the transaction costs of returning the package after reviewing its contents.”

This choice of whether to avoid the contract completely can only be made if notice of deferred terms is provided at or before purchase. Similarly, the court in *ProCD* noted that one of the terms the buyer agreed to “by purchasing the software [was] that the transaction was subject to a license.” Notice of such license thus had to have been provided before the purchase was complete.

Although the notice in *ProCD* and *Hill* may have been weak, at least it came before purchase or order. As I discuss in the next Section, subsequent cases have further reduced the role of notice in rolling contracts.

### B. Reduction of the Role of Notice in Rolling Contracts

Courts assessing rolling contracts subsequent to *ProCD* and *Hill* rendered the notice requirement even less substantial by largely ignoring the rationale of *ProCD* and *Hill* as it relates to the importance of pre-purchase notice. Such courts have been satisfied even if notice of deferred terms is provided after purchase. For instance, in *Schafer v. AT&T Wireless Services, Inc.*, the plaintiff purchased cellular phone service over the telephone. The plaintiff challenged the validity of an arbitration clause that was contained inside a “Welcome Guide,” alleging that she had never received the Welcome Guide. The court was unconcerned with the plaintiff’s claim that she had not received the Welcome Guide because, whether or not the plaintiff received the Welcome Guide, she had notice of it. This notice was provided by a statement on the box in which the phone was shipped after the customer had already ordered the phone service. While that notice was received before contract formation (at least as formation was viewed by the *Schafer* court), pre-formation notice, as opposed to pre-purchase notice, does not serve the concerns outlined in *ProCD* and *Hill*. Indeed, despite the

---

47. *Hill*, 105 F.3d at 1150.
50. Id. at *3-5.
51. Id. at *3-5.
52. Id. at *5.
53. See id. (noting that acceptance occurred by use of the telephone service).
Schafer court’s heavy reliance on Hill, Hill actually makes quite explicit that the language on a shipping box provided after purchase is irrelevant to the question of notice.

Schafer is not the only court to disregard the rationale for pre-purchase notice. The Washington Supreme Court in M.A. Mortenson Co., Inc. v. Timberline Software Corp. ignored it as well. Mortenson involved the enforceability of a limitation on consequential damages that was included in a shrinkwrap license accompanying purchased software. The term was provided with the purchased software along with a provision giving the buyer the right to return the product for a refund if the terms were not acceptable. The court referenced the “notice on the outside” language of ProCD, but seemed to ignore any requirement of pre-purchase notice. Instead, the court found that there had been sufficient notice of the license terms since the terms were in the shrinkwrap package, the manual, and the software protection devices. Additionally, the license was mentioned on the first screen each time the consumer used the software. But the problem with this analysis is the same as in Schafer: although the terms were provided before the point at which the contract was (in the court’s view) formed, neither the terms nor any notice of them were presented before purchase.

While cases like Mortenson and Schafer represent an inappropriate step away from the pre-purchase notice contemplated in Hill and ProCD, at least they acknowledge the notice component of a rolling contract. Other courts do not even mention the need for any notice, pre-purchase or otherwise, and instead focus only on the buyer’s ability to return the product or cancel the service for a refund.

54. See id. at *4-5.
55. See Hill v. Gateway 2000, Inc., 105 F.3d 1147, 1150 (7th Cir. 1997) (observing that lack of notice of terms on a shipping box was immaterial since such notice would not have been seen before purchase).
56. 998 P.2d 305 (Wash. 2000).
57. Id. at 307.
58. Id. at 308.
59. Id. at 312-13.
60. Id. at 313.
61. Id.
62. See id. (stating that the buyer’s “use of the software constituted assent to the agreement”).
63. See, e.g., Westendorf v. Gateway, 2000 Inc., No. 16913, 2000 WL 307369 (Del. Ch. Mar. 16, 2000) (following rationale of Hill without mention of whether buyer had notice that additional terms would be involved in transaction); Brower v. Gateway 2000, Inc., 676 N.Y.S.2d 569 (App. Div. 1998) (same); see also O’Quin v. Verizon Wireless, 256 F. Supp. 2d 512 (M.D. La. 2003) (determining, without discussion of whether buyer had notice of additional terms before signing contract, that the arbitration agreement in a cellular telephone service plan was enforceable even though it was provided after service contract was signed); Lozano v. AT&T
C. Insignificant Consequences for Failure to Provide Notice

The notice aspect of rolling contracts is further weakened by the apparent lack of any significant consequences to a seller for failure to provide notice. The court in Hill raised, but did not fully address, what would happen if a seller were to attempt to disclose a term after purchase without any pre-purchase notice that the transaction would involve deferred terms: “Perhaps the [purchasers] would have had a better argument if they were first alerted to [the existence of deferred terms] after opening the box and wanted to return the computer to avoid the disagreeable terms but were dissuaded by the expense of shipping.”

The court had no reason to fully meet the issue (since the Hills had the notice required by the court), but the court’s language indicates a high burden for a buyer seeking to argue that the seller should be penalized for not providing notice. The buyer would apparently have to establish that he read the term at issue, found the term disagreeable, and would have returned the good but for the shipping costs—a burden of proof that would severely limit the number of claims that could successfully be made.

Nor is it clear what remedy awaits a buyer who could meet this high burden. One might expect that the remedy would be non-enforcement of the term—the result that would flow from a finding of unconscionability or from a finding that a term was beyond the reasonable expectations of the buyer. However, the court’s dictum on this point indicates that the potential consequence to the seller would be minuscule: “What [would] the remedy be [if the buyer had no notice of the existence of additional terms until after purchase]—could it exceed the shipping charges?” The question is, for the court, “interesting,” but is not addressed any further.

In the balance of this Article, I explain why and how the notice aspect of rolling contracts should be restored and enhanced through Template Notice.

III. Arguments in Support of Template Notice

In this Part of the Article, I provide a number of arguments in favor of Template Notice. In Section A, I argue that Template Notice


64. Hill v. Gateway 2000, Inc., 105 F.3d 1147, 1150 (7th Cir. 1997).
67. Hill, 105 F.3d at 1150.
68. Id.
enhances some of the justifications for enforcing rolling contracts. In Section B, I argue that Template Notice is fair to both buyers and sellers. I argue as well that Template Notice builds on existing practice and would be relatively easy to implement. In Section C, I argue that Template Notice would make assent to deferred standardized terms more meaningful. In Section D, I discuss how Template Notice makes sense given the structure and rhythm of rolling contracts. Finally, in Section E, I argue that Template Notice would help resolve the ambiguity over the contractual significance of post-purchase actions and documents that is inherent in rolling contracts.

A. Template Notice Reinforces the Justifications for Rolling Contracts

Perhaps the most straightforward argument in support of Template Notice is that it takes seriously two justifications in support of rolling contracts: first, that a buyer concerned about contract terms can opt to seek them out before purchase, and second, that a buyer unwilling to proceed with a transaction involving deferred terms can opt not to enter into the transaction in the first place. Template Notice reinforces both of these justifications.

Enforcement of rolling contracts has often been justified by the fact that if buyers are really interested in the terms, they can obtain them before purchase. In Hill, for example, the court’s decision to enforce an arbitration provision seemed premised largely on the idea that if the buyers had been interested in the full text of the deferred terms, the buyers could have and would have obtained them before buying their computers. The court in Hill noted that the buyers had three choices in this regard: (1) request the terms from the seller, (2) find them in magazines or on websites, or (3) wait and read them when the terms arrive with the computer. The buyers in Hill knowingly passed up the opportunity to find the terms in advance of purchase and that decision seemed to justify, at least in part, the court’s decision to enforce those terms.

Similarly, in Crawford v. Talk America, Inc., the court enforced an arbitration provision that had not been provided or described at the time that phone service was ordered. At the conclusion of the telephone conversation in which plaintiff ordered the telephone service, a third party verifier informed her that “[f]or complete

69. Id.
70. Id.
72. Id. at *2-5.
information about [her] services,” the purchaser could go on-line or call the company’s toll free number. The purchaser also received a notice after completing her order informing her that she could review full contract terms on-line or call or write the service provider if she had a question. Despite the fact that the purchaser never received a hard copy of the terms, the court still enforced the arbitration provision. The court’s holding was motivated in part by the fact that the buyer knew there were additional terms and could have sought them out.

Because courts enforce deferred terms when a buyer could have found them before purchase, it seems reasonable to at least let the buyer know what to look for if the buyer chooses to try to find these terms. That is, basic fairness dictates that if courts are going to attribute to buyers any knowledge that they could have obtained by some effort, then buyers ought to at least have a hint as to what that knowledge involves. This is a function that Template Notice would serve well.

Perhaps more importantly, Template Notice gives the buyer the information needed to decide whether the types of terms at issue are important enough for the buyer to make the effort to seek out the details in the first place (especially since seeking out the terms requires more than simply looking through a single document). In other words, the computer purchasers in Hill might have deemed the exact details of the “limited warranty” or the “lifetime support” insufficiently important to research further. However, if the purchasers had known that there were terms that affected their right to sue in court, they may have thought it worthwhile to search out the details of such terms.

Hill is also premised on the notion that a buyer unwilling to proceed with a transaction that involves deferred terms can simply refrain from making the purchase in the first place. The court in Hill observed that consumers “browsing the aisles of a store can look at the box, and if they are unwilling to deal with the prospect of additional terms can leave the box alone, avoiding the transactions

73. Id. at *3.
74. Id.
75. Id. at *4-5; cf. Schlessinger v. Holland Am., N.V., 16 Cal. Rptr. 3d 5, 11 (Ct. App. 2004) (observing that even though passenger had not received her ticket with the relevant forum selection provision until after she had made payment for the ticket, she had “ample opportunity” to learn of the terms either through the cruise line’s website or from her travel agent).
costs of returning the package after reviewing its contents.

The purchase thus serves as something of a threshold through which the buyer can decide whether or not to enter the transaction. However, this threshold function can only be served if potential buyers have notice of the existence of additional terms before purchase. Furthermore, this function can be much better served by requiring sellers to provide potential buyers with some indication of what these deferred terms will be, rather than merely requiring notice that there will be some unspecified deferred terms. The additional information provided by Template Notice would enable buyers to make better-informed decisions about whether or not to proceed with a transaction.

B. Template Notice is Fair to Both Buyers and Sellers

Because it addresses many of the concerns of those who oppose any deferral of terms, as well as the concerns of those who oppose requiring complete pre-purchase disclosure of contract terms, Template Notice represents a sensible middle ground that is fair to both buyers and sellers. Further, it builds on existing practice and would be relatively easy to implement.

1. Concerns that deferral of terms is unfair to buyers

A number of factors may negatively impact the likelihood that deferred terms will be read or acted on. These factors lead some commentators to describe rolling contracts as an “extreme version of an adhesion contract.”

By the time a buyer actually sees the full terms, the buyer is already committed, both financially and psychologically, to the transaction. Professor Jean Braucher has compared the rolling contract, at least in some contexts, to the “bait and switch” sales tactic: both take advantage of the consumer’s investment of time and energy in a given transaction before the consumer is provided full information.

Professor Braucher has also noted that while it is certainly possible that only a small percentage of buyers read terms presented before

77. See Hill v. Gateway 2000, Inc., 105 F.3d 1147, 1150 (7th Cir. 1997).
purchase, the phenomenon of "cognitive dissonance" may well decrease that percentage if terms are presented after purchase.80 Cognitive dissonance has been described as a "form of selective perception in which actors give greater weight to evidence that confirms beliefs they already hold and lesser weight to contradictory evidence."81 Thus, a buyer is unlikely to attend to any evidence that might demonstrate that he or she had made a mistake that needs to be corrected. This would be especially so after the buyer has already paid for and taken delivery of a product or begun receiving a service.82

In addition, Professor, now judge, Robert Keeton noted that a lapse of time between payment and receipt of terms may decrease the likelihood that deferred terms will be read.83 Professor Keeton observed, in discussing the making of insurance agreements, that:

the normal processes for marketing most kinds of insurance do not ordinarily place the detailed policy terms in the hands of the policyholder until the contract has already been made. In life insurance marketing, for example, the policyholder does not ordinarily see the policy terms until he has signed the application (his offer to contract with the company) and has paid a premium, and the company has approved the application and has executed and issued the policy. This often means a delay of weeks, and occasionally even longer, between making an application and having possession of the policy—a factor enhancing the policyholder’s disinclination to read his policy carefully or even to read it at all.84 This description applies neatly to rolling contracts as well.

A phenomenon referred to as the “endowment effect” may also work to reduce the likelihood that the buyer will read the deferred terms. The endowment effect "stands for the principle that people tend to value goods more when they own them than when they do not."85

80. See Braucher, supra note 2, at 765-66 (observing that after a consumer has paid for and taken delivery of a good, the effects of cognitive dissonance would likely be quite strong).
82. See Braucher, supra note 2, at 765-66.
84. Id.
Research in the field of marketing by Professor Stacy Wood provides some evidence that the endowment effect may reduce the likelihood that deferred terms in a rolling contract will be read. Professor Wood conducted a number of experiments to assess the effect of return policies in the context of “remote sales”—sales in which the buyer shops through the Internet, catalogs, or television home shopping networks. Consumers are likely to regard remote sales, which involve a time lag between order and receipt of goods, as a “two-stage process involving separate order and keep-or-return decisions.” Analysis of decision-making in remote sales is thus relevant to rolling contracts since many rolling contracts meet the definition of remote sales. Even rolling contracts made in an on-site retail environment have the same fundamental structure of a two-stage process: first, a decision to purchase, and second, a decision to “keep-or-return.”

Professor Wood’s experiments demonstrate that the endowment effect reduces the amount of deliberation that occurs in the “keep-or-return” decision in remote sales. These experiments compared the deliberation time between purchases with lenient return policies and those with more stringent return policies. The experiments revealed that a lenient return policy reduces the amount of deliberation time a buyer gives to a purchase at the time of order since the buyer knows that it will be easy to return the purchased item if the buyer is dissatisfied. One would expect a corresponding increase in post-purchase deliberation time after the product is received. However, no such increase materialized in Professor Wood’s experiments.

Professor Wood attributes this relative overall decrease in deliberation time to the endowment effect resulting from feelings of ownership in the ordered good—feelings that may even arise at the time of order, before actual ownership or physical possession. Thus, Professor Wood notes that in this two-stage process, “the consumers who cavalierly order a product because they know it is easily returned may fail to give sufficient deliberation to the decision to keep or return the product because of a sense of ownership and perceived
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value. Although Professor Wood addresses post-purchase deliberation over the good itself as opposed to deliberation over contract terms, it seems plausible that the same ownership effects she identifies would also decrease the time spent considering the contract terms provided after purchase or order.

Template Notice responds to these concerns, at least partially, by moving the substance of deferred terms to a point before any investment in the purchased item or service occurs and before any feelings of ownership arise.

I should note that although there are arguably valid concerns that deferral decreases the likelihood that terms will be read or acted on, not everyone shares this opinion. For instance, Professor Robert Hillman has argued that deferral has no impact (or, possibly, even has a positive impact) on the likelihood that terms will be read. For Professor Hillman, because consumers are unlikely to read standardized terms “under any circumstances, the particular time at which they could have read them should not control their legal treatment.” Although Professor Hillman doubts that many buyers read standard term contracts regardless of when they are presented, he indicates that deferral of terms may actually be preferable to disclosure before purchase or order: “A good argument can be made that, if anything, the opportunity to read the terms at home creates more of a reason to enforce standard terms in the rolling contract context.”

Unfortunately this debate has largely been academic. For the most part, courts have been unwilling to address the impact of deferral in a nuanced way. For instance, in Bischoff v. DirectTV, Inc., the court rejected an invitation to consider the impact of a lapse of time between the initiation of purchased television service and the presentation of contract terms. Plaintiffs in Bischoff argued that such
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a lapse was a basis for distinguishing *Hill*, because in *Hill* the terms accompanied the purchased computers and thus were available at the same time the buyers took possession of the computers. Instead of addressing the issue directly, the court focused on the “economic and practical considerations involved in selling services to mass consumers which make it acceptable for terms and conditions to follow the initial transaction.” The court thus missed an opportunity to assess whether the endowment effect or other factors might make such a lapse of time significant. Other courts have also been unwilling to consider the impact that the deferral of terms may have on the likelihood that terms will be read or acted on.

It is difficult to know for certain whether the deferral of terms decreases the likelihood that the buyer will in fact read or act on the terms. There is a reasonable argument that it does, and so Template Notice partially meets these concerns by pushing at least some additional disclosure to a time in the transaction when it is more likely to be noticed and when a buyer’s decision to proceed with the transaction is less encumbered by sunk time and costs. Even if deferral does not reduce the likelihood that terms will be read, Template Notice would still have the salutary effect of giving the buyer two opportunities to become aware of the deferred terms.

2. *Concerns that requiring pre-purchase disclosure is unfair to sellers*

The previous subsection focused on concerns over the deferral of terms and fairness to buyers. This Subsection, in contrast, focuses on concerns that requiring full disclosure of all terms before or during purchase would be unfair and unduly burdensome to sellers.

Whatever fault one might find with the reasoning in *ProCD* and *Hill*, it is difficult to dismiss entirely Judge Easterbrook’s observation that a seller required to place the entire agreement on a product’s packaging would have to use “microscopic type” or remove other, more useful information, such as what the purchased item does. Similarly, there is also force in the court’s statement in *Hill* that:

Cashiers cannot be expected to read legal documents to customers before ringing up sales. If the staff at the other end of the phone for direct-sales operations . . . had to read the four-page statement of terms before taking the buyer’s credit card number, the droning
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voice would anesthetize rather than enlighten many potential buyers. Others would hang up in a rage over the waste of their time. Template Notice does not entail complete disclosure of all terms. It would not require microscopic text or a lengthy reading of terms. It would instead require only summary notice of the most important terms.

Template Notice also addresses concerns that complete pre-purchase disclosure would overwhelm the buyer. As Professor Hillman observes, “by increasing the information available to consumers, the early display of terms may add to the problem of information overload.” Professor Hillman’s concern is that the likelihood of reading may in fact go down if we require sellers to disclose all information at once. Template Notice responds to this concern by calling for selective, but not fully comprehensive, early disclosure.

3. Template notice as an easy to implement extension of current practice

Template Notice is not an academic theory divorced from reality. A similar approach is already being implemented in the context of transactions contained within a single document. It is not unusual for courts assessing standardized contracts contained in a single document to give weight to notice provisions that the seller placed at the beginning or on the front of an agreement. For instance, in Lucido v. Dolphin Cruise Lines, Inc., the court enforced a provision that limited a cruise passenger’s time to sue to one year. The court found that the passenger’s ticket “reasonably communicated” the provision because there was a clear warning on the face of the multi-

106. See Hillman, supra note 105, at 849-50 (describing reasons why required disclosures may be ineffective or counterproductive). An official comment to Section 211 of the Restatement makes a similar point to bolster its regime of general enforcement of standardized terms, noting that such enforcement frees sellers and consumers “from attention to numberless variations and [enables buyers to] focus on meaningful choice among a limited number of significant features: transaction type, style, quantity, price, or the like.” RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 211 cmt. a (1981).
108. Id. at *3-5.
page ticket that pointed out and summarized the term at issue, stating that: “Attention is particularly drawn to . . . Articles 19 and 20 which limit the periods in which notification of claim is to be made and suit commenced. Failure to comply with those limitation periods will result in the loss of your rights.”

The language thus drew “special attention to the time limit and its consequences.” Other courts have also found contract provisions were meaningfully communicated, at least in part, by virtue of a special reference to them on the face of or near the beginning of a contract. The point of purchase is the contextual analogue to the face of a document or the space near the signature line—it is the point at which attention is most closely being paid to the transaction by the potential purchaser. It is thus the appropriate time for Template Notice to be given. As I noted earlier in the Article, it would not be difficult for a telephone sales representative to provide this notice or for a seller to place such notice on product packaging.

Template Notice would impose a minimal burden on sellers. A seller would not be required to highlight all the deferred terms, only the important ones. The universe of terms, the enforceability of which sellers are truly concerned with, is probably not very large, consisting of such provisions as arbitration provisions and limitations on damages, warranties, or the time within which suit may be brought.

It might also first appear that requiring some description of the terms is more of a burden than simply requiring notice that an additional form is coming. Professor Randy Barnett notes that in the
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latter case, all that would be necessary is for a telephone representative to tell a buyer that “the form will follow in the box.”\footnote{115} Professor Clayton Gillette, however, has raised some concern that merely notifying a buyer that additional terms will be on the way will more likely give rise to “buyer agitation than buyer enlightenment.”\footnote{116} Professor Gillette conceives of a conversation after a telephone sales representative informs a buyer that there will be additional terms included with the ordered item when it arrives going something along the following lines:

“Customer: What terms? What are they?
Operator: They will be included in the box.
Customer: Well, wait a minute, can’t you tell me what they are?”\footnote{117}

Professor Gillette argues that at this point the representative will have the choice of either “dron[ing] through pages of terms” or simply restating that the terms will be included.\footnote{118} The option I propose—notification of additional terms with some description of key provisions—is a third alternative. The “extra” information provided anticipates the inquisitive buyer Professor Gillette imagines, providing select information without inundating the buyer or putting an excessive burden on the seller.

C. Standardized Terms, Blanket Assent, and Rolling Contracts

Assent to deferred standardized terms would be more meaningful with Template Notice. Template Notice corrects for the fact that deferred terms are separated both physically and chronologically from the key terms of the deal and from the moment of purchase.

Some preliminary discussion of assent to standardized terms in general may prove helpful. A logical place to start any such discussion is with Karl Llewellyn’s influential statement on the topic:

Instead of thinking about ‘assent’ to boiler-plate clauses, we can recognize that so far as concerns the specific, there is no assent at all. What has in fact been assented to, specifically, are the few dickered terms, and the broad type of the transaction, and but one thing more. That one thing more is a blanket assent (not a specific assent) to any not unreasonable or indecent terms the seller may

\begin{footnotes}
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have on his form, which do not alter or eviscerate the reasonable
meaning of the dickered terms.\textsuperscript{119}

Llewellyn’s scholarly work has been “enormously influential with
courts and commentators”\textsuperscript{120} and his conception of blanket assent
“dominates contemporary judicial treatment of standard-form
provisions.”\textsuperscript{121}

However, blanket assent should not cover quite so much in rolling
contracts as it does in other types of standardized contracts. In a
typical standardized contract of the type presumably envisioned by
Llewellyn, we might be comfortable concluding that a buyer signing a
document is giving blanket assent to standardized terms because the
buyer has the ability to easily see the scope of the terms to which
assent is being given. A buyer with a document in hand has an
immediate ability to read it, and to the extent the buyer foregoes that
opportunity, it may be appropriate to consider the buyer as having
assented to unread terms in that document. Similarly, a buyer with a
document in hand can see how many standardized terms are in front
of him or her (two paragraphs? fifteen pages?) and can at least get a
sense of the scope of that to which he or she is giving assent.
Additionally, a buyer has the option to generally skim through the
document, and to look at the headings or for any conspicuous text.
In such a situation, a mere check that the terms are not
“unreasonable or indecent”\textsuperscript{122} may be enough.

In a rolling contract, although the buyer has the ability to obtain
the terms before purchase, he or she can only do so with some effort
(such as contacting the manufacturer or searching the Internet).
Similarly, the universe of terms is not so readily evident at the time of
purchase since a buyer has little sense of the extent of standardized
terms involved. Template Notice addresses the differences between
more traditional standardized contracts and rolling contracts. By
requiring notice of the subject matter of deferred terms at purchase,
a buyer is given some opportunity, albeit imperfect, to understand
what he or she is getting into. Template Notice makes up for the
imposition of barriers of time and effort between the buyer and the
standardized terms in rolling contracts.\textsuperscript{123}
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Professor Barnett argues that to the extent buyers would be surprised to learn of additional terms, requiring sellers to notify buyers that additional terms will follow the purchase or order is “more likely to lead to manifestations of assent that reflect the subjective assent of the parties than a contrary rule requiring no disclosure.”124 As he explains, unsophisticated buyers may be unlikely to know that sellers are permitted to provide terms after purchase “and for this reason are unlikely even to ask whether such will occur.”125 Accordingly, providing disclosure that additional terms are coming may serve to make the decision to proceed with a purchase mesh more closely with actual assent to such deferred terms.126

But why stop at merely requiring disclosure that some unspecified terms are coming? If the goal is to make it more likely that the buyer really means to assent to terms the buyer may not read, it seems prudent to also let the buyer know what types of terms are at issue. Such a rule would help secure more meaningful assent. For example, a party who knows that the agreement contains a “dispute resolution clause” and does not make an effort to seek out such a term before purchase can probably more appropriately be deemed to have assented to a reasonable arbitration clause than could a buyer who only knew that more terms of an unspecified type were forthcoming. Template Notice thus secures more meaningful assent to standardized deferred terms.127

D. Assent and the Rhythm of the Rolling Contract

Courts enforcing rolling contracts locate assent primarily at post-purchase contract formation. But as a practical matter, rolling contracts are not back-loaded in this way. Most of the real decision-making, especially in consumer purchases, likely occurs at purchase or order. This is not to say that the contract is or should be closed to all new terms at purchase or order. But given that deferred terms arrive when the buyer is unlikely to be focused on the transaction, and given that the act of keeping a good or not canceling a service is
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terms presented on paper and terms presented on the Internet are perceived by potential buyers and that courts should take those differences into account. See Juliet M. Moringiello, Signals, Assent and Internet Contracting, 57 Rutgers L. Rev. 1307, 1332 (2005) (comparing the buyer’s ability to see significant terms in a contract when flipping through a paper document versus scrolling through computer screens).
a fairly weak signal of assent, some mechanism is needed to limit the scope of deferred terms. Given the primacy of the purchase in the transaction, the information provided at purchase should serve as the general form or skeleton of the contract—deferred terms may be added, but only to flesh out the details.

Decisions of courts enforcing rolling contracts are premised on the idea that nothing of contractual significance, other than the making of an offer, occurs until the accept-or-return period, and that the heavy lifting of decision-making and assent occurs after purchase.\footnote{128 See discussion supra Part I.} Given this premise, virtually any term, whether an arbitration clause or a provision that an additional $10,000 is owed,\footnote{129 See ProCD, Inc. v. Zeidenberg, 86 F.3d 1447, 1452 (7th Cir. 1996) (explaining that upon opening a package and finding a term that demands payment of another $10,000, a buyer can avoid forming a contract by simply returning the package).} may be included among the deferred terms since a seller can make any offer it pleases. The buyer can always simply say “no” by returning the good or canceling the service.\footnote{130 Id.} That conception, however, is not realistic and has been problematic from the start. Even the examples cited by the ProCD court in support of its contention that transactions in which the “exchange of money precedes the communication of detailed terms” involve transactions in which some agreement was formed when the money was paid.\footnote{131 Id. at 1451.} The first example provided by the court was the purchase of an insurance policy. The court describes these transactions as ones in which the buyer typically meets with an insurance agent with whom he or she discusses “the essentials” (such as premium amount, coverage, and so forth) and pays a premium.\footnote{132 Id.} Although additional terms are sent later, such a policy typically takes effect on the payment of that first premium, as the ProCD court itself notes.\footnote{133 Id.} Thus, at the time of purchase and before receipt of additional terms, “the essentials” are agreed upon and a contract is in force. Insurance policies are also particularly bad proof of the propriety of a relatively unfettered right to add more terms since such policies are frequently subject to policing under the doctrine of reasonable expectations to prevent the imposition of unexpected terms.\footnote{134 See infra Part IV.B.1 (discussing the reasonable expectations doctrine and its application to insurance contracts).}
The second example in *ProCD*, the purchase of an airplane ticket,\(^\text{135}\) also indicates that the buyer’s decision-making is heavily front-loaded. The court describes a purchaser calling an airline or travel agent, getting a price, reserving a seat, and making a payment. The court noted that there will likely be additional terms on the ticket when it arrives and that the use of the ticket constitutes acceptance of those terms. According to Judge Easterbrook, the buyer may reject the terms “by canceling the reservation.”\(^\text{136}\) As with the purchase of an insurance policy, the purchase of the airline ticket is front-loaded. Decisions as to price and destination are made at purchase and, especially in the case of a non-refundable ticket, very little decision-making remains to be done afterwards. To say that what happens at purchase is merely part of the offer stage seems quite unrealistic.

In fact, *ProCD* itself was ambivalent on when the agreement occurred in the software sale at issue in that case. Although the court spoke in terms of acceptance occurring only after the use of the software,\(^\text{137}\) earlier in the opinion the court alluded to the possibility that some agreement was made at the time of purchase, noting that “one of the terms to which [the buyer] agreed by purchasing software is that the transaction was subject to a license.”\(^\text{138}\)

And as I have argued more fully in an earlier Article,\(^\text{139}\) even if we accept the argument that in a rolling contract the contract is not formed until after the accept-or-return period expires, some contract is formed at purchase or order.\(^\text{140}\) Whether or not the contract is technically consummated at purchase or order, the buyer is most fully focused on the transaction at that point. To consider which terms may be deferred without reference to the circumstances of the purchase, as though the purchase and deferral of terms are independent of one another, is not appropriate.

It is similarly inappropriate, however, to conclude that a rolling contract is closed to any new terms and written in stone at the time of purchase or order. A typical purchaser of an airline ticket, for example, probably knows that there are terms beyond price and destination that will be printed on the back of the ticket. Buyers as a
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class are likely to know that the contract is not truly closed to any new terms at the point of purchase or order, even if they may not have had this understanding a few decades ago. As one court noted in granting summary judgment enforcing deferred contract terms: “if this case had arisen in 1985 rather than 1997, I might have a different ruling.” And from 1997 to the time of this writing, the prevalence of deferred terms has certainly only grown.

What then is the rhythm of the rolling contract? Professor Barnett argues that in rolling contracts the “manifestation of consent has two parts at two different times.” This conception is far more useful than a focus on identifying a single moment of contract formation. But all moments of consent are not created equal. In a rolling contract we have the problem of matching assents of varying strengths given at varying times and in varying ways with terms of varying importance. A consumer’s attention to the purchase is presumably most often greatest at the time of purchase, and the act of making the purchase or order is a strong and clear signal of assent.

In contrast, the act of not returning a good or canceling a service is, to say the least, a bit more ambiguous and can be characterized as “nominal assent.” Professor Gillette, while generally favoring enforcement of deferred terms, notes that to speak of actions such as opening a box or using a product “in terms of assent is to expand the meaning of that phrase beyond our normal discourse” since assent usually requires something “more explicit than opening a box or using a product that is accompanied (unknown or ignored by the buyer) by a recitation of obligations.”

That what happens after the purchase or order can only uncomfortably be described as assent is demonstrated by language used by the Supreme Court in *Carnival Cruise Lines, Inc., v. Shute*, a case in which the Court assessed the refusal by the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit to enforce a forum-selection clause on a
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passenger cruise line ticket.\textsuperscript{146} \textit{Shute}, which is one of the cases cited in \textit{ProCD} as support for the proposition that payment of money often precedes full disclosure of terms,\textsuperscript{147} articulated a test for whether to enforce choice of forum provisions on passenger cruise line tickets. Part of that test involves assessing whether the clause is fundamentally fair. The Court found that the provision at issue was fundamentally fair since there was no evidence that the cruise line “obtained [the passengers’] accession to the forum clause by fraud or overreaching.”\textsuperscript{148} Even as the Court approved the forum selection clause, the Court apparently found itself unable to actually use the word “agreement” or “assent” to describe the manner in which the term became binding. Instead, the court settled on “accession.” That word choice is telling. At some level “accession” is a synonym for agreement, but the example used by a leading legal dictionary to illustrate the meaning is instructive: “the family’s accession to the kidnapper’s demands.”\textsuperscript{149} Accession thus carries a connotation of “reluctantly giving into demands,” as opposed to voluntary and meaningful assent. Indeed, the Supreme Court has used the word “accession” to carry just that connotation in other contexts as well.\textsuperscript{150}

Even if a buyer understands that a return period is available, a seller’s marketing practices may diminish the buyer’s appreciation that the return period includes an opportunity to review contract terms. In \textit{Defontes v. Dell Computers Corp.},\textsuperscript{151} the court refused to enforce an arbitration provision included inside the box of a computer ordered over the telephone.\textsuperscript{152} The court distinguished \textit{ProCD} and other cases that enforced terms in rolling contracts because, although the seller in \textit{Defontes} did offer a “total satisfaction [return] policy,” the policy was not sufficiently specific in informing the buyer that the computer could be returned based on the buyer’s “unwillingness to comply with the terms” included inside the box.\textsuperscript{153} In other words, the buyer might have believed that he had the right to consider and reject the computer, but not the contract terms.\textsuperscript{154}
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Despite the characterization of rolling contracts by courts enforcing them, the rhythm of the rolling contract is actually that of a front-loaded transaction in which the most significant decision-making with respect to the good or service and its terms occurs at purchase or order. Given this structure, Template Notice serves a number of useful purposes: it moves some information to a moment of focused assent and decision-making and it limits the scope of terms that will be deemed to have been agreed to through nominal assent. Perhaps most fundamentally, it uses the information provided at purchase as the basic structure for the overall contract. As I discuss later, this approach is already being used in the analogous context of assessing whether terms may be added pursuant to “change in terms” provisions in credit card agreements.  

E. Clarifying Contractual Significance

Ambiguity over the contractual significance of documents and actions that come after the purchase or order is inherent in rolling contracts. Template Notice would help resolve that ambiguity by bridging the separation between the time and manner in which the key terms of a rolling contract are presented and the time and manner in which the standardized terms are presented.

The obviousness of the contractual nature of a document is relevant to the enforceability of standardized terms. For example, Section 211 of the Restatement (Second) of Contracts provides that, with some exceptions, signing or otherwise assenting to a writing constitutes assent to all the terms contained in the writing, whether or not these terms are read. Comment d to Section 211 qualifies that general rule. The comment notes that some documents may serve both contractual and other non-contractual purposes. When the party signing a document has reason to understand that such a document is obviously contractual in nature (the comment gives warehouse receipts and insurance policies as two examples of documents whose contractual nature is generally obvious), that party will likely be bound by the contract provisions contained therein. However, the contractual nature of what might be called “dual use” documents is less clear. For instance, the comment indicates that

155. See discussion infra Part IV.B.3.
156. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) CONTRACTS § 211(1) (1981) (providing that as long as requirements of the section are met, a party “sign[ing] or otherwise manifest[ing] assent to a writing . . . adopts the writing as an integrated agreement with respect to the terms included in the writing”).
157. Id. § 211 cmt. d.
baggage checks and parking lot tickets may simply appear to be identification tokens. The buyers who lack reason to know of the contractual nature of these documents are not bound by terms printed on them. The comment seems positively prescient in anticipating rolling contracts when it notes that “[d]ocuments such as invoices, instructions for use, and the like, delivered after a contract is made, may raise similar problems.” It seems the drafters of the Restatement understood that anything coming to a buyer after purchase is prone to give rise to confusion as to its contractual nature.

Case law indicates some broadening of the importance of “contractual significance” in contracts formed in non-traditional ways. In *Specht v. Netscape Communications Corp.*, the court refused to enforce purported contract terms on a web site. A web site may display all types of information, some of which is contractual in nature and some of which is not. The Second Circuit in *Specht* used a test akin to comment d, although it did not make reference to Section 211 in reaching its decision. Persons downloading the software at issue in *Specht* saw on their computers a screen containing praise for the software and a “Download” button at the bottom of the screen. To reach the actual license terms at issue, a user would have to have scrolled down on the screen. The court found that the license was not binding since a reasonably prudent person downloading the software would not “have known of the existence of license terms.” Instead, the plaintiffs’ “apparent manifestation of consent was to terms contained in a document whose contractual nature was not obvious.”

Although *Specht* did not involve a rolling contract, many of the issues it raised are equally relevant to rolling contracts. A key point in *Specht* was that it really did not matter how clear the contract terms were since Internet users had no reason to be on the look-out for them. While the position of the scroll bar gave some indication that there may have been more text, that indication was insufficient notice of the contractual nature of such text. In a rolling contract, the
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clarity of the text of the deferred terms is similarly of no consequence if a buyer has insufficient reason to suspect that contract terms he or she can do something about are contained on the pieces of paper received after purchase.

In *Campbell v. General Dynamics Government Systems Corp.*, the court assessed the enforceability of an arbitration provision that was part of a new dispute resolution policy an employer had purported to introduce. The president of the company had sent all employees an e-mail that, among other things, described the policy. The e-mail urged employees to review the "enclosed materials"—a reference to the two hypertext links in the e-mail (one to a brochure describing the policy and one to a handbook containing the full policy).

The court affirmed the trial court's decision that the arbitration provision was not enforceable, at least as to the relevant federal claim at issue. The court concluded after examining the "totality of the circumstances," including "the method, content, and context of the communication," that the employees were not given minimally sufficient notice that the new policy was a "contractual instrument," the terms of which would be made binding by an employee's continued employment with the company. The court noted that although e-mail was widely used at the company and was a preferred method of communication in general, it was not ordinarily used by the company for personnel matters or to convey contract terms. Thus, even though the text of the e-mail announced a new policy, the receipt of the e-mail did not "raise a red flag vivid enough" to let the employees anticipate a "legally significant alteration" to employment terms. The court suggested that requiring employees to affirmatively respond to the e-mail by clicking a box on the screen would have helped put employees on notice of the contractual nature of the e-mail and linked documents.

The court also looked to the "content of the communication," which consisted of the text of the e-mail and the documents available by hyperlink. The court focused on the e-mail text, since such a focus mirrored the way in which the employer had presented the
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communication. The text contained a “fundamental flaw”—it “did not state directly that the Policy contained an arbitration provision that was meant to effect a waiver of an employee’s right to access a judicial forum.” If anything, the language of the e-mail downplayed the significance of the policy terms and their binding nature. While explicitness was not absolutely required, it “would have gone a long way toward meeting the employer’s burden.”

An analogy can be made between the e-mail in _Campbell_ and the purchase phase of a rolling contract. Both serve to frame the transaction and both serve, in essence, as the gateway to the remainder of the contract. Both can either highlight or downplay the contractual significance of what is to come. Just as the e-mail in _Campbell_ differed significantly in format from the material in the hypertext link, the pre-purchase disclosure in a rolling contract differs in format from the manner in which deferred terms are presented. The fundamental flaw in _Campbell_ of failing to include notice of the arbitration provision in the text of the e-mail is replicated by a failure to include a similar notice at purchase in a rolling contract.

Although neither _Specht_ nor _Campbell_ involved rolling contracts, one court has applied the rationale of those cases to a rolling contract. In _Defontes v. Dell Computers Corp._, a case already discussed, the court refused to enforce an arbitration provision that had been included inside the box of a computer ordered over the telephone. _Defontes_ is significant in that it refused to enforce a rolling contract for a reason other than that a contract was formed at purchase or order. Instead, the _Defontes_ court refused to enforce the contract based on an application of the rationale of _Specht_.

The _Defontes_ court distinguished _ProCD_ and other cases that had enforced deferred terms. The key distinction was that, although the seller offered a “total satisfaction policy” pursuant to which the purchased computer could be returned, the policy was not sufficiently specific in informing the buyer that the computer could be returned based on the buyer’s “unwillingness to comply with the terms” inside the box. The court noted that the “underlying reasoning of the _Specht_ decision is particularly poignant to this
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issue. According to the court, in Specht, the decision hinged on whether a reasonable Internet user would have known of the existence of the purported terms of the agreement. The court employed the “same logic,” determining that the relevant question in Defontes should be whether a reasonable purchaser would have known that returning the computer would have constituted rejection of those terms. The court held that a reasonable purchaser would not have known this.

Defontes implicitly added another requirement to awareness of the contractual nature of a document: it is not enough that a buyer understand that a document is contractual in nature. The buyer must also understand that the contract terms at issue are “live”—that is, terms the buyer can still do something about by returning the product or canceling the service. Such a requirement is particularly important in rolling contracts where a buyer is far more likely to be presented with something referenced as “terms and conditions” than with something referenced as “proposed terms and conditions.”

In enhancing the obviousness of contractual significance, the sole focus should not be on the document in which the deferred terms are ultimately presented. It is easy enough for a seller to include a document containing only contract terms (excluding any instructions or other information that might distract from the contractual nature of the document) inside the shipping box. The seller could even print “THIS IS A CONTRACT” on the front for good measure.

Such a solution misses the point. It is not the particular form or appearance of the document on which the deferred terms are found that matters. What matters is whether the buyer will have sufficient reason to locate and read the document in the first place and to understand that the statement of “terms” is actually a statement of “proposed terms” which the buyer may accept or reject.

The segregation of boilerplate terms from key terms (such as price and product description) warrants special scrutiny. That separation, both in method and time, weakens a reasonable purchaser’s perception of the contractual significance of post-purchase documents and actions. In other words, the purchase or order gives rise to a sort of “mini” course of performance, establishing the way
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182. A course of performance, at least under the Uniform Commercial Code, exists when a contract “involves repeated occasions for performance by either party with knowledge of the nature of the performance and opportunity for objection to it by the other.” U.C.C. § 2-208(1) (2005). A course of performance “accepted or acquiesced in without objection shall be relevant to determine the meaning of the
in which terms are presented and accepted (or at the very least, providing a benchmark). In a traditional agreement with standardized terms, those terms are presented in the same way and at the same time as the key terms and all such terms are accepted by a signature or a purchase. In a rolling contract, however, key terms are likely presented in the context of the purchase or order and are presented orally or, if in writing, colloquially, before the buyer has taken possession of the goods or begun using a service. These key terms are typically accepted by the purchase or order. In contrast, the agreement’s standardized terms are likely presented in densely written legalese and provided after the buyer takes possession of a purchased item or begins using a service. They are accepted by keeping the good or continuing with the service.

The break between key terms and standardized terms is typically so complete that the “Terms and Conditions” provided after the purchase or order are invariably not really the “Terms and Conditions” of the contract since they are quite unlikely to include such terms as product description or purchase price. Thus, the presentation of “pure” boilerplate, unadulterated by what a buyer might actually consider relevant contract terms, should be subject to special scrutiny. In other words, a buyer may only register “contract terms about which I can do something,” when the buyer sees key terms, such as price.

The divide between the key terms and the standardized terms is quite large in rolling contracts. Template Notice provides a way of reducing that divide. It presents the deferred terms, albeit in an abbreviated form, at the time of purchase and in the same context as the key terms. It also makes clearer that deferred terms are not final but may be rejected by returning the product or canceling the service. Finally, Template Notice would make clearer, in a larger sense, that the transaction is not complete at the purchase or order and that what is received and what happens afterwards may be “contractual in nature.”

agreement.” Id.

183. Template Notice meets the objection of Defontes more squarely by putting a buyer on much stronger notice from the outset of the transaction that the act of keeping the goods will constitute acceptance of those terms and that the buyer does have the right to avoid the transaction if dissatisfied with the contract terms.
IV. BEYOND CONTRACT FORMATION: ADAPTING DOCTRINES USED TO ASSESS STANDARDIZED TERMS TO ROLLING CONTRACTS

The focus on the mechanics of contract formation that has largely dominated the analysis of rolling contracts to date has effectively sidelined other tools that might be used to assess the deferral of terms. In this Section, I discuss unconscionability and reasonable expectations. For each, I provide an overview, describe how the doctrine has been marginalized by courts assessing rolling contracts, and propose how these doctrines could be applied to the deferral of terms. Were courts to apply these doctrines, it would not spell doom for rolling contracts. It would instead result in the improvement of the rolling contract through the addition of Template Notice to these transactions.

A. Unconscionability

1. Overview of unconscionability

A term or a contract may be deemed unenforceable because it is unconscionable under both the common law and the Uniform Commercial Code. Unconscionability “has generally been recognized to include an absence of meaningful choice on the part of one of the parties together with contract terms which are unreasonably favorable to the other party.”

Unconscionability includes both a procedural aspect, which focuses on “deficiencies in the contract formation process,” and a substantive aspect, which focuses on whether the challenged contract or term is “unreasonably or grossly favorable to one side.” A party seeking to establish unconscionability must generally demonstrate both aspects, although not necessarily to the same degree (that is, in order for a contract or...
pursuant to a “sliding scale” approach, the “more substantively oppressive the contract term, the less evidence of procedural unconscionability is required and vice versa”). A few courts appear to have been satisfied with substantive unconscionability alone, even in the absence of procedural unconscionability.

2. Formation and unconscionability: judicial reluctance to the serious evaluation of rolling contracts for procedural unconscionability

Courts have generally been content to let the discussion of contract formation and of the practical difficulties of complete pre-purchase disclosure in ProCD and Hill insulate the deferral of terms from claims of procedural unconscionability. Prior to ProCD, at least two courts raised concerns (albeit in the context of a discussion of whether terms should become part of a contract under the U.C.C.’s “battle of the forms” provision) about the structure of rolling contracts, noting that the time and energy a buyer invests in a purchase might work as a strong disincentive for the buyer to exercise a right to return a purchased item.

Unfortunately, exploration of this line of analysis seems to have largely ended after ProCD and Hill. For instance, in Brower v. Gateway 2000, Inc., decided shortly after Hill, the court rejected a claim that a contract involving deferred terms was a contract of adhesion and indicated that deferred terms should be treated like any other type of term:

contract provision to be considered unconscionable, both procedural and substantive unconscionability must be present.”); see also Jeffrey Mining Prod., L.P. v. Left Fork Mining Co., 758 N.E.2d 1173, 1180-81 (Ohio Ct. App. 2001) (stating that “[t]he unconscionability doctrine consists of two prongs: (1) substantive unconscionability . . . and (2) procedural unconscionability”).


192. See, e.g., Maxwell v. Fidelity Fin. Servs., Inc., 907 P.2d 51, 58-59 (Ariz. 1995) (holding that despite the fact that “perhaps a majority” of courts have held that there must be at least some quantum of both procedural and substantive unconscionability, a claim of unconscionability can be established under Arizona’s version of the U.C.C. with a showing of “substantive unconscionability alone”); Brower v. Gateway 2000, Inc., 676 N.Y.S.2d 569, 574-75 (App. Div. 1998) (holding that procedural unconscionability is not always required for a finding of unconscionability).


194. See Step-Saver Data Sys., Inc. v. Wyse Tech., 939 F.2d 91, 102 (3d Cir. 1991) (stating that the vendor may have been relying on the purchaser’s investment in time and energy in reaching a point in the transaction so as to prevent him from returning the item); Ariz. Retail Sys., Inc. v. Software Link, Inc., 831 F. Supp. 759, 766 (D. Ariz. 1993) (stating that “purchasers often invest considerable time and money before ordering goods, and, therefore, are somewhat less likely to return goods once they arrive”).
While returning the goods to avoid contract formation entails affirmative action . . . and even some expense, this may be seen as a trade-off for the convenience and savings for which the consumer opted [by choosing to avoid on-site retail shopping]. That a consumer does not read the agreement or thereafter claims he or she failed to understand or appreciate some term does not invalidate the contract any more than such claim would undo a contract formed under other circumstances.\textsuperscript{195}

In other words, rolling contracts are to be treated no differently than other types of standardized contracts.

\textit{Hill} and \textit{ProCD} seem to have put the “stamp of approval” on deferred terms even with respect to claims of procedural unconscionability (despite the fact that the issue of unconscionability was not raised in either of those cases).\textsuperscript{196} For instance, in \textit{O'Quin v. Verizon Wireless},\textsuperscript{197} the court enforced an arbitration clause in a terms and conditions pamphlet inside the packaging of a purchased telephone handset.\textsuperscript{198} The court first noted that the provision was a part of the agreement, because opinions like \textit{Hill} found nothing “overwhelmingly objectionable in the ‘money now, terms later’ approach to sales of consumer goods.”\textsuperscript{199} Later in the opinion, the court rejected a claim of procedural unconscionability, noting (again with a citation to \textit{Hill}) that courts have “countenanced some modicum of adhesionary terms, or evidence of procedural unconscionability in contract formation, in the name of economic efficiency.”\textsuperscript{200}

Similarly, in \textit{Stenzel v. Dell Inc.},\textsuperscript{201} the court rejected a claim that an arbitration agreement sent after a computer had been purchased was unconscionable. In response to the purchasers’ claim that the contract was procedurally unconscionable because it had not been freely negotiated, the court stated that there was “substantial case law on point to the contrary.”\textsuperscript{202} The first case the court cited for this proposition was \textit{Hill} and the remaining citations were to cases following the reasoning of \textit{Hill} on contract formation.\textsuperscript{203}
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The unconscionability of the deferral of terms was also apparently raised in *M.A. Mortenson Co., Inc. v. Timberline Software Corp.*, but the court refused the invitation to address the issue fully. *Mortenson* involved a limitation on consequential damages included as part of a shrinkwrap license that had not been presented to the buyer until after the purchased software had been ordered. The purchaser challenged the limitation as procedurally unconscionable, arguing that "the license terms were never presented to [the purchaser] in a contractually meaningfully way," an apparent reference to the fact that the license terms were not discussed or disclosed at the time of purchase. The court addressed the issue, however, by simply looking to factors that are more conventionally relevant to claims of procedural unconscionability: the provisions were not in fine print, the license was printed in capital letters on the diskette pouches and in the instruction manuals, and the buyer was a sophisticated purchaser. The court simply did not address whether the deferral of the terms itself was procedurally unconscionable. This failure on the part of the court was probably due to the fact that the court had already, in a lengthy discussion, endorsed the deferral of terms with a return option as a valid way in which to form contracts. In essence, the contract formation discussion took the wind out of the unconscionability argument.

3. Applying unconscionability to the deferral of terms

That the mechanics of offer and acceptance can be made to "work" in rolling contracts should not be the end of the analysis. Under both the U.C.C. and the common law, the unconscionability analysis assumes that a contract has been formed—the fact of formation should merely begin the analysis. Procedural unconscionability is not limited to offer and acceptance, but instead "broadly encompasses a whole host of circumstances surrounding contract execution."

Key indicators of procedural unconscionability are whether there is a lack of voluntariness or a lack of knowledge of the provisions at
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issue. Both of these indicators are potentially implicated in rolling contracts as they are presently structured. The decision to accept deferred terms may simply reflect the investment of time and energy in the transaction which creates an artificial pressure to proceed with the transaction. A buyer who might have balked at a particular provision presented before purchase may be willing to accept that same provision once the buyer becomes embroiled in the transaction.

Lack of knowledge, too, is potentially at issue in rolling contracts. Among the factors considered in assessing procedural unconscionability is whether a transaction involves “the hiding of clauses which are disadvantageous to one party in a mass of fine print trivia or in places which are inconspicuous to the party signing the contract.” But just as within a single document there are places in which terms may be placed to make them less obvious, the same is true of the rhythm of an overall transaction. That is, it may be possible to minimize a term’s impact by presenting it at a time other than purchase. The post-purchase period may be the equivalent of a single document’s fine print.

A transaction may be structured so that the main terms simply overpower the standardized terms and minimize awareness of the standardized terms. One arguably analogous case is John Deere Leasing Co. v. Blubaugh. In Blubaugh, the court found a lease provision unconscionable. The provision at issue was on the back side of the lease in “very light-colored, fine print.” Because the paper was thin, the darker print from the front page was able “to show through to the back, making it difficult to see the fine print.” The resulting difficulty in reading the standardized terms was among the factors that led the court to find procedural unconscionability. In Blubaugh, the key terms overwhelmed the standardized terms. A similar state of affairs exists in rolling contracts, where the front-
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loaded nature of the transaction serves to maximize what comes at purchase and minimize what comes later.

Template Notice enhances both voluntariness and knowledge in rolling contracts. Template Notice provides for disclosure of the substance of terms at a time when attention is likely being paid to the transaction and choice can be made freely, unencumbered by concerns over time and expense that have already been sunk into the transaction.

Additionally, a buyer proceeding with a transaction after receiving notice of the types of terms being deferred has willingly and knowingly put herself in the position of receiving full disclosure of the precise text of the terms only after purchase or order. The initial decision to proceed with the transaction is thus significantly better informed than it would have been had there been no notice of additional terms or only notice that some unspecified additional terms would be forthcoming.

In short, the pressure of procedural unconscionability analysis should result in sellers adopting Template Notice to avoid their transactions being deemed procedurally unconscionable, a finding that would put the substance of the terms under a scrutiny that they might otherwise escape. Fully exposing the current structure of rolling contracts (without Template Notice) to unconscionability analysis might result in some courts determining that rolling contracts are, as a class, sufficiently suspect that deferred terms be deemed unenforceable even if substantive unconscionability is present only to a comparatively small degree. Sellers would thus face the choice of either accepting this heightened scrutiny of deferred terms or adopting Template Notice to alleviate judicial concern over the deferral of terms.

B. Reasonable Expectations

1. Overview of reasonable expectations

The reasonable expectations doctrine has two sources. It flows both from Section 211(3) of the Restatement and from judicial opinions assessing terms in insurance agreements. Some argue that these two strands have essentially merged.
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Section 211(3) reflects Karl Llewellyn’s conception of assent to standardized terms. It provides that generally signing or otherwise assenting to a writing constitutes assent to all the terms contained in the writing, whether or not these terms are read. An exception to that general rule is provided in subsection (3), which states that “where the other party has reason to believe that the party manifesting . . . assent would not do so if he knew that the writing contained a particular term, the term is not a part of the agreement.” However, parties to a contract “are not bound to unknown terms which are beyond the range of reasonable expectations.” Along with unconscionability, Section 211(3) represents one of the “most prominent judicial avenues” for dealing with standardized terms.

Similarly, the doctrine of reasonable expectations has been invoked by courts in the context of insurance agreements, and protects against assent being deemed to have been given to terms that, even if not unconscionable, are still beyond the reasonable expectations of a party to the contract. Professor Keeton, who first identified reasonable expectations as a principle underlying many cases involving insurance coverage (although he noted that it “surely . . . applies in other contexts as well”), described it as follows: “[t]he objectively reasonable expectations of applicants and intended beneficiaries regarding the terms of insurance contracts will be honored even though painstaking study of the policy provisions would have negated those expectations.” As a corollary, “insurers ought not to be allowed to use qualifications and exceptions from coverage that are inconsistent with the reasonable expectations of a policyholder having an ordinary degree of familiarity with the type of coverage involved.
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Although some jurisdictions have not adopted the reasonable expectations doctrine, numerous other courts have adopted a variety of versions of the doctrine. Some courts have adopted reasonable expectations merely as a form of contra proferentem, deferring to the reasonable expectations of the insured only if the policy is ambiguous, and others have applied it only where the agreement “contains a hidden trap or pitfall, or if the fine print purports to take away what is written in large print.” In a third variation, referred to by one commentator as the “whole transaction” approach, reasonable expectations are enforced even if such expectations are created by insurers’ “marketing patterns and general practice,” and not just if such expectations are created by the language of the agreement.

2. Implicit rejection of the application of reasonable expectations to the deferral of terms

The application of the doctrine of reasonable expectations to the deferral of terms was, at least arguably, implicitly rejected in dicta in ProCD. After discussing the term at issue that restricted the use of the purchased database to non-commercial uses, the court went on to note that: “Ours is not a case in which a consumer opens a package to find an insert saying ‘you owe us an extra $10,000’ and the seller files suit to collect.”
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reasonably have expected the license term, he could not have reasonably expected a gigantic price increase. Instead of distinguishing the license term from the $10,000 term on the basis of reasonable expectations, however, the court focused on contract formation as the answer to the dilemma, noting that a buyer seeing the demand for $10,000 could “prevent formation of the contract by returning the package.”

Reasonable expectations as a tool to police the deferral of terms was also implicitly rejected in Davidson & Associates, Inc. v. Internet Gateway. Davidson involved the enforceability of license terms that were referenced on the packaging of the purchased software and were visible only after purchase. Although the buyers framed their argument in terms of procedural unconscionability and a claim that the contract was one of adhesion, the language they used was that of reasonable expectations:

Defendants argue that the contract is adhesive because it fails to square with the reasonable expectations of the parties, as no average member of the public would expect to pay $49.99 for a game and then be unable to use it when he or she gets home.

Defendants also argue that no reasonable person would expect to be barred from installing the game he just bought unless he or she is forced to comply with an [End User License Agreement].

The court rejected the argument without discussing reasonable expectations.

3. Applying reasonable expectations to the deferral of terms

The doctrine of reasonable expectations has largely been restricted to the assessment of insurance agreements, but it has been used in other contexts as well. When Professor Keeton articulated the concept of reasonable expectations he stated that the doctrine has applicability beyond the insurance context. The rolling contract is an appropriate candidate for reasonable expectations. Rolling contracts share an important characteristic with insurance
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contracts—they both involve a lapse of time between payment and receipt of terms. This characteristic of insurance contracts is one of the factors that led Professor Keeton to argue that insurance law ought to embrace reasonable expectations. That is, when Professor Keeton first articulated the concept of reasonable expectations he was not just describing; he was also prescribing. Professor Keeton thought that insurance law ought to embrace reasonable expectations because the delay between signing an insurance agreement (and paying a first premium) and the receipt of the detailed policy is a “factor enhancing the policy holder’s disinclination to read his policy carefully or even to read it at all.”

Keeton’s description of insurance contracts applies equally well to rolling contracts where the purchase precedes full disclosure of standardized terms. In fact, insurance agreements are the first example given in ProCD in support of the proposition that transactions in which money precedes detailed terms are common.

Of course, concluding that the reasonable expectations doctrine should be applied to rolling contracts does not answer the question of precisely how the doctrine should be applied. Given the functional primacy of the purchase in rolling contracts, information at purchase should frame the expectations of buyers in rolling contracts. This emphasis on information presented at purchase reflects Professor Keeton’s view that a seller wishing to put a buyer on sufficient notice of what would otherwise be an unexpected term should do so “by calling it to the attention of a policyholder at the time of contracting.”

In the modified version of reasonable expectations for assessing the deferral of terms that I propose, the key inquiry would be whether, given the context of the transaction and the information provided at purchase, a buyer would reasonably think a transaction was open or closed to a particular type of term. It might be that some terms should be so expected under the circumstances (as was arguably true of the provision in ProCD) that a buyer would reasonably expect that type of provision. For the

244. See id. (noting that insurance law is moving in the direction of reasonable expectations and that reasonable expectations is “a principle that insurance law ought to embrace”).
245. Id. at 968.
246. ProCD, Inc. v. Zeidenberg, 86 F.3d 1447, 1451 (7th Cir. 1996). Additionally, ProCD references Section 211, cmt. a of the Restatement as support for the proposition that standardized terms can be useful. Id. And Professor Hillman, who is generally supportive of rolling contracts, seems to consider Section 211 applicable to rolling contracts, as well. Hillman, supra note 4, at 757.
247. See discussion supra Part III.D.
248. Keeton, supra note 83, at 968.
A majority of terms, however, and especially in consumer purchases, Template Notice could be quite useful in helping to define the scope of what is and is not an expected type of provision.\textsuperscript{249} Sellers could still defer terms, but only those that would “fill in the blanks.” Terms could not be dropped in “out of the blue.”\textsuperscript{250}

Although courts generally have resisted applying reasonable expectations to the deferral of terms,\textsuperscript{251} there is some indication of the beginning of judicial unease with permitting sellers to add terms virtually without limitation. The response has been along the lines that I propose, with courts looking to the information provided at purchase or order to establish the form of the transaction and permitting only those terms that fill out the details. For instance, in \textit{Reedy v. Cincinnati Bengals, Inc.},\textsuperscript{252} the court refused to enforce an arbitration agreement that had not been provided at the time of purchase.\textsuperscript{253} \textit{Reedy} involved the sale of “personal seat licenses” guaranteeing season ticket holders the ability to obtain a seat in a specific area of a sports stadium.\textsuperscript{254} After making their initial payment, purchasers received a document with contract terms, including an arbitration provision.\textsuperscript{255} Two of the defendants argued that the buyers of the seat licenses were on notice that there would be additional contract terms after purchase.\textsuperscript{256} These defendants argued that the brochure, which was sent to prospective buyers, included a section of rules and regulations stating that after the buyers sent in the first installment of the purchase price, a contract would be forthcoming, and this “contract [would] outline all terms and conditions of the [seat license] agreement.”\textsuperscript{257} The court rejected the defendants’ argument, noting that the statement in the rules and regulations did not put the buyers on notice of the arbitration

\textsuperscript{249} As I indicated earlier, some provisions will be so inconsequential that no Template Notice of them need be given. See discussion supra Part III.B.3. Put another way, a buyer probably reasonably expects in every transaction some relatively minor contract terms.

\textsuperscript{250} I should clarify that Template Notice would only provide notice of reasonable terms of the types identified in a Template Notice disclosure. That is, if Template Notice indicated deferral of an arbitration provision, a buyer would be on notice of a typical arbitration provision, but not an unduly oppressive one. Template Notice would not immunize such oppressive terms from scrutiny—such unusual terms would have to be fully and meaningfully disclosed at purchase to have the possibility of being effective.

\textsuperscript{251} See discussion supra Part IV.B.2.

\textsuperscript{252} 758 N.E.2d 678 (Ohio App. Ct. 2001).

\textsuperscript{253} Id. at 680-81.

\textsuperscript{254} Id. at 680.

\textsuperscript{255} Id. at 681.

\textsuperscript{256} Id. at 684.

\textsuperscript{257} Id.
provision. The court held that a reasonable buyer would not expect an arbitration term or any other term that materially alters the agreed upon contract. Instead, a buyer would expect only terms that would fill in “open terms,” such as a term specifying the exact area of the stadium where the buyer’s seat would be located. The court essentially used a reasonable expectations test to assess what types of terms, in the context of the transaction at hand, a seller could add to a transaction after purchase.

Cases dealing with the extent to which credit card issuers can modify or add new terms to the initial cardholder agreement pursuant to “change in terms” provisions also reflect a judicial instinct for placing some subject matter limitation on the deferral of some terms. Change in terms provisions, typical in credit card agreements, give the card issuer the right to amend or change parts of the original agreement. Several courts have grappled with what provisions are included within the purview of change in terms provisions, and the reasoning frequently employed is similar to that of the reasonable expectations doctrine.

For instance, in *Stone v. Golden Wexler & Sarnese, P.C.*, the court assessed the enforceability of an arbitration provision in a credit card contract that had been added pursuant to a change in terms provision in the original agreement. Two years after the cardholder opened the account, the credit card issuer mailed the cardholder a notice indicating that unless the cardholder-plaintiff opted out, the issuer would add an arbitration clause to the agreement. The issuer also mailed a “rejection coupon,” which the cardholder never returned. The court held that the arbitration provision was not enforceable. The change in terms provision was not such that the cardholder “should have anticipated that the [issuer] would change
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258. Id.
259. Id.
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262. Id. at 191-92. The change in terms provision was as follows:

Changes in Terms. We may amend or change any part of your Agreement, including the periodic rates and other charges, or add or remove requirements at any time. If we do so, we will give you notice if required by law of such amendment or change. Changes to the annual percentage rate(s) will apply to your account balance from the effective date of the change, whether or not the account balance included terms billed to the account before the change date and whether or not you continue to use the account.

Id. at 191.
263. Id.
264. Id. at 192.
the method and forum for resolving disputes.\textsuperscript{265} The change in terms provision and the surrounding sections of the agreement dealt with rates and "finance charges, credit limits, periodic statements, and membership fees,"\textsuperscript{266} but there was "no mention of dispute resolution mechanisms."\textsuperscript{267} According to the court, there was simply "nothing [in the Customer Agreement that] suggest[ed] that [the cardholder] intended to give such unlimited power to [the issuer of the credit card] or that the law would sanction such a grant" to add an arbitration provision.\textsuperscript{268} The court held that:

> the terms discussed in the change in terms clause must supply the universe of terms which could be altered or affected pursuant to the clause. To hold otherwise would permit the [issuer] to add terms to the Customer Agreement without limitation as to the substance or nature of such new terms.\textsuperscript{269}

An arbitration clause was simply beyond the bounds of what was contemplated by anything in the initial agreement.\textsuperscript{270}

Other courts have similarly held that only provisions contemplated by the original agreement may be added, even if opportunity to cancel the credit card if the terms are not acceptable exists. For instance, in \textit{Perry v. FleetBoston Fin. Corp.},\textsuperscript{271} the court assessed the enforceability of an arbitration provision that the credit card issuer sought to add to its existing cardholder agreement pursuant to a change in terms provision.\textsuperscript{272} The plaintiffs, who were cardholders, argued that given the absence of any mention of dispute resolution in the agreement, "they did not reasonably expect that [the card issuer] could use its Change in Terms authority to add wholly new clauses regarding unanticipated subject-matter to the contract."\textsuperscript{273} The court accepted the plaintiffs' argument and refused to enforce the arbitration provision.\textsuperscript{274} Although the court indicated that use of the credit card would have constituted acceptance of the arbitration term, the fact that the credit card holders did not exercise the right to opt-out did not make the arbitration provision a part of the agreement.\textsuperscript{275} The original contract was quite detailed, containing
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\item \textsuperscript{265} Id. at 197.
\item \textsuperscript{266} Id. at 197-98.
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over thirty carefully worded clauses. However, there was no mention of arbitration or any other forum for dispute resolution. The court noted that “nothing in these terms would alert a consumer to the fact that [the credit card issuer] might later impose a term abrogating their rights to pursue disputes in a civil forum.” The court distinguished between the ability of a card issuer to make small changes to “accommodate the unexpected,” on the one hand, and “drastic changes” which go beyond the scope of the provision providing for changes,” on the other. The purported change was simply “beyond the range of reasonable expectation.”

The court in *Sears Roebuck & Co. v. Avery* also made use of the doctrine of “reasonable expectations” in refusing to enforce an arbitration provision. The original agreement included a change in terms provision stating that the card issuer has, “[a]s permitted by law, . . . the right to change any term or part of this agreement, including the rate of Finance Charge applicable to current and future balances. [The issuer] will send me a written notice of any such changes when required by law.” The issuer subsequently attempted to add an arbitration provision to the agreement. Despite a public policy favoring arbitration, the court held that the arbitration provision “did not fall within the universe of subjects included in [the] original cardholder agreement” since the original agreement included no terms about alternative methods or forums for dispute resolution. According to the court, the cardholder’s reasonable expectation would not include allowing [the issuer] to add a term not even hinted at in the original agreement. The court also indicated that allowing the issuer to change its agreement “would ignore the requirement of good faith implied in all contracts of adhesion.”

Additionally, in *Maestle v. Best Buy Co.*, the court assessed a change in terms provision that did not include any mention of a method or
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The court concluded that the cardholders “could not anticipate that appellants, let alone a new third party, would amend the agreement to add an arbitration clause, since the amendment provision referenced only changes to payments, charges, fees and interest.” The court noted that “nowhere in the contract [was there a clause addressing forums of dispute].” Accordingly, the court held that the provision did not authorize the credit card issuer to add an arbitration clause.

The cases just discussed—Stone, Perry, Avery, and Maestle—are all relatively recent and may be seen as representing a mini-trend of sorts. These cases may reflect some desire on the part of courts to rethink the extent to which later terms can be added to agreements and to resolve the question by assessing whether a contract should fairly be deemed open or closed to a particular type of term.

Of course, an ongoing agreement like a credit card agreement differs from the types of transactions focused on in this Article. The credit card agreements are transactions completed before the addition of new provisions. On the other hand, the holder of a credit card clearly agrees that additional terms may in fact be added, while in a rolling contract a buyer may only have some vague “notice” that this may happen. This distinction may actually argue for a higher level of scrutiny of deferred terms in rolling contracts. Nevertheless, while rolling contracts are not precisely like credit card agreements, the fluid nature of the credit card transaction makes it at least a close cousin to the rolling contract. Courts that sense something less than savory about rolling contracts may find themselves looking to these
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288. *See id.* at *5. The provision provided that “We may change or amend the terms of this Agreement upon fifteen (15) days prior written notice if required by law. Any change of amended fee, charge, interest rate, FINANCE CHARGE, ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE, or minimum payment amount . . . may be effective to both the outstanding Account Balance and future transactions.” *Id.* at *6.
289. *Id.*
290. *Id.*
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292. Some courts have taken a position contrary to these cases. Some of these courts have enforced provisions added under change in terms clauses, not because of contract law but because some state statutes explicitly authorize credit card issuers to make unilateral changes to the agreements regardless of the scope of the original agreement. *See, e.g.*, Fields v. Howe, No, IP-01-1036-C-1, 2002 WL 418011, at *4-5 (S.D. Ind. Mar. 15, 2002) (finding Delaware statutory law permits unilateral addition of an arbitration agreement); SouthTrust Bank v. Williams, 775 So. 2d 184, 190-91 (Ala. 2000) (finding that Alabama statutory law allows for unilateral additions to cardholder agreements). Other courts have held that a general notice that any type of change could be made is sufficient to include an addition of an arbitration provision. *See, e.g.*, BankOne, N.A. v. Coates, 125 F. Supp. 2d 819, 830-31 (S.D. Miss. 2001) aff’d, 34 Fed. Appx. 964 (5th Cir. 2002); Hutcherson v. Sears Roebuck & Co., 793 N.E.2d 886, 892-93 (Ill. App. Ct. 2003).
credit card cases to find some way to cabin the seller’s ability to add terms to the contract.

If the version of reasonable expectations I discuss had been applied in Hill, for example, the court would likely have concluded that terms fleshing out the warranty or the parameters of “lifetime support” described in the advertisements were within the buyers’ reasonable expectations. Such terms would simply have been filling in the details. But the arbitration clause would likely have been deemed beyond the pale and would not have been enforced. Such a result reflects an appropriate balancing of the needs and interests of both buyers and sellers.

CONCLUSION

As rolling contracts continue to proliferate, it becomes ever clearer that simply treating deferred terms as though they were provided before or during purchase is, at best, a stopgap measure, not a viable or fair solution. Courts must reassess, as some courts are beginning to do, the nearly unfettered ability given to sellers to defer terms. Template Notice provides courts with a workable and principled mechanism for recalibrating the balance between buyers and sellers in rolling contracts. Template Notice should be a particularly attractive approach since it is a logical extension, but not upending, of tools courts have routinely used to police standardized contracts.

293. For a full discussion of Hill v. Gateway 2000, Inc., 105 F.3d 1147, 1149 (7th Cir. 1997), see discussion supra Parts I and II.A.